NEW SNOW PRONGHORN STRAPS
Snow Pronghorn Straps should be a part of every backcountry traveler’s kit.
These virtually unbreakable stretch polyurethane straps with aluminum
fasteners are designed specifically for snow and cold temperatures,
quickly connecting gear, making temporary field repairs and
thousands of more uses – we’ve even used them to tow a
snowmobile by connecting ski to bumper! Sold as a set of 2,
Snow Pronghorn Straps in black are 3/4" wide and 25" long.

3/4"
WIDE

SNOW PRONGHORN
STRAPS (PAIR) 25” (3/4” WIDE)

GAS BAG FUEL SAFE BLADDER
Giant Loop’s Gas Bag™ Fuel Safe Bladders conveniently transport
hydrocarbon fuel for power sports racing in a collapsible welded film and
ballistic nylon reinforced container. Rolls up or packs flat when empty,
the Gas Bags weigh a fraction of other fuel container. Also available in
a 1-gallon version, Gas Bag Fuel Safe Bladders provide a lightweight,
compact means of transporting gas for off-road racing on closed
courses. Each Gas Bag Fuel Safe Bladder is individually pressure
tested and made in USA by Fuel Safe, a leading racing fuel
containment manufacturer based in Oregon.

1

BLACK / PART NO. S-PHS-25
MSRP $32.00

2

3

NOTE: Intended only for the temporary transport of liquid
hydrocarbons for racing vehicles used in professional off
road and closed course competition racing events. The Gas
Bag Fuel Safe Bladder is not a portable or long-term fuel
storage container as described by ASTM, EPA, ARB or
other state or federal agencies.
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PART NO.
FSB16-G1
MSRP $149.99

PART NO.
FSB17-G2
MSRP $199.99

PART NO.
FSB18-G3
MSRP $239.99

PART NO.
FSB18-G5
MSRP $299.99

Secure Gas Bag Fuel Safe Bladder or other gear to the tunnel.

5 GALLON

TRACKER PACKER
Every backcountry traveler should consider carrying a satellite-enabled
tracker and emergency beacon when adventure calls beyond cell phone
range. Giant Loop’s ruggedized Tracker Packer holster enables users
to wear the SPOT Gen3 trackers and Delorme and Garmin inReach SE
and Explorer two-way satellite communicators securely attached to a
backpack strap, keeping the emergency beacon within reach for the
user or visible and accessible for first on the scene assistance.

TRACKER PACKER FOR
GARMIN INREACH

3 GALLON

2 GALLON

1 GALLON

ANCHOR STRAP KIT
This set of 2 heavy-duty yet lightweight Anchor Straps
is constructed with 1" nylon webbing, military-spec
side-release buckles and fasteners, securing to
tunnels, decks, storage boxes, etc. with 4 stainless
steel GL mounts with included stainless steel
hardware (washers, nylock nuts, carriage bolts and
button head bolts).
PART NO. SASK
MSRP $42.00

RED/BLACK / PART NO. TKP17-G
MSRP $50.00

TRACKER PACKER
FOR SPOT GEN3
RED/BLACK / PART NO. TKP15
MSRP $50.00

TRACKER PACKER FOR
DELORME INREACH
RED/BLACK / PART NO. TKP16-D
MSRP $50.00

Giant Loop’s motorcycle experience transitions seamlessly to snow bikes, with many designs from the
Giant Loop Moto line crossing over to winter power sports. Giant Loop’s adventure proof motorcycle,
snowmobile, snow bike, ATV, UTV, SxS, 4×4 and outdoor packing and gear systems are available from
select powersports dealers in the USA and Canada, and via Tucker Powersports and Western Power
Sports in the USA, as well as from international distributors around the world.

www.giantloopsnow.com
888-358-8347
ride@giantloopmoto.com
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BUSHWACKERS HAND GUARDS (PAIR)
PART NO. S-BWH18
MSRP $45.00

16

LITERS

WATER
PROOF

Save your hands this winter with snow, wind and brush protection
that supplements rigid deflectors. Strap on in seconds – and quickly
pop off to stow away when conditions improve. Includes 15" stretch
polyurethane Pronghorn Straps for secure attachment.

FENDER BAG/
NUMBER PLATE BAG
PART NO. S-FDBG18
MSRP $65.00

NEW REVELSTOKE

TUNNEL BAG

LIFT STRAP

Giant Loop added its super tough Rubber Boa Straps to its waterproof/snowproof Possibles
Pouch to make the ultimate Fender Bag and Number Plate Bag for snow bikes. Straps on,
stays on. Compatible with virtually all dirt bike plastic fenders and number plates.

PART NO. LIFT17
MSRP $15.00

Heavy-duty webbing lift strap with steel tri-glide
fasteners attaches to snow bike fork tubes,
snowmobile bumpers and just about anywhere
else a sure grip is required to help pull a riding
buddy out of a tight spot, assist with loading,
etc. Features custom Giant Loop molded
rubber handle for lifting comfort.

™

PART NO. S-RTL18
MSRP $99.00

Revelstoke Tunnel Bag offers hardcore snow bike
and mountain snowmobile explorers the super
tough, lightweight and 100% waterproof, snowproof
solution for packing backcountry essentials and
emergency supplies, getting gear weight out of your
backpack for increased comfort and reduced fatigue.
No more excuses for venturing into winter wilds
without emergency and survival kits packed on your
sled or snow bike. Mounts on snowmobile or snow
bike tunnel with set of 4 included webbing anchor
straps with all aluminum fasteners.

ZIGZAG
HANDLEBAR BAG
PART NO. S-ZHB18
MSRP $55.00
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POSSIBLES POUCH ROLL TOP
PART NO. S-PSP18
MSRP $50.00

For snow bikes and snow mobiles, Giant Loop’s new waterproof, snow proof, roll-top Possibles Pouch
offers 3.5 liters of storage, rugged RF-welded construction, multiple lash points for a variety of anchor
points and includes a pair of webbing anchor and compression straps. Perfect for snow bike and
snowmobile tunnels, lashes to other gear or stows inside a backpack for waterproof storage.

LITERS

Sometimes you only need the bare
bones basics — spare gloves, goggles,
wallet, phone, registration/insurance
cards and other small items. Perfect for
snowmobiles, snow bikes and technical
riding. This versatile bag fits not only on
handlebars, but also on snowmobile
and snow bike bumpers, passenger
handles, etc. – and it can be
strapped to a backpack or belt.

